ACROSS
1. To the Lighthouse author
8. Puppeteer Lewis
9. Like a martini sans vermouth
10. Suitable
12. Seeded loaf
13. Beloved sitcom actress
16. Bunyan’s Babe, for one
17. Prohibition-era nightclub figure
23. Adventurous archaeology prof
27. Singer DiFranco
28. Bad spell
29. Rainbow shape
30. ___ nova
31. Imposing pool shark

DOWN
1. Countenance
2. Lost colony
3. Hockey infraction
4. Nepal neighbor
5. Grimly humorous
6. Midwestern airport
7. Grand celebration
11. Construction cone
15. Rapa ___
17. Strong string
18. Fleischer or Melber
19. Suits network
20. Memory gap
22. Film honors
24. Johnson successor
25. Cheesy chip
26. ____ the Hutt
27. Throat clearer
29. Yes at sea